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Hate Crime Indictment

Jason DeSimas

Jason Stanley

Randy Smith

Daniel Delbert Dorson

-aiding & abetting

-punched & kicked a Black man -derogatory comments about his actual &

perceived race

-assaulting 2 other men who intervened to protect the

What’s a bit amazing is this hate crime took place in December of 2018 and the 4 defendants were indicted nearly two year

on the nose. Because the Defendants were indicted for a hate crime.

That’s a force multiplier or at a minimum an enhancement of 10 years (addition to)
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At first glance you wouldn’t think this had anything to do with White Supremacy -read page 4-

Dorson falsely claimed that he had not planned to attend a white supremacist’s “Martyr’s Day” observance in the state of WA

he had not owned a “flight jacket“
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Doc # 16 Detention Motion by USA 
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“DeSimas admitted that he was a member of Crew 38, 

a support club of Hammerskin Nation, a white supremacists organization...DeSimas lied to the FBI, denying that neither he

nor anyone else had used the “N” word...”



always read those footnotes 

3 other co-defendants are in custody



-Daniel Delbert Dorson ordered detained & will be 

transferred to this District 

-Randy Smith is detained in the District of OR, on an unrelated federal case 

-Jason Stanley is detained at the ID DOC an unrelated case



In the Govt Motion re Detention they proffered; 

-DeSimas’ Facebook accounts evidence



-participation in “Martyr’s Day” activities in Dec 2018 

-his belief in the inferiority of the Black race 

-active membership in Crew 38 

-support of Hammerskin Nation 

https://t.co/IUQJR82y5P

Shortly thereafter the Court Granted the Government’s Motion to Detain Defendant Jason DESIMAS

but wait - there’s more...
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MOTION for Review of Detention Order by Jason DeSimas. Oral Argument Requested

-defendant apparently self surrendered

-completed drug therapy

-argues he wasn’t in hiding

odd the government’s filing stated they surveilled him, his car & previous addresses
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I just can’t see an FBI agent saying this, at all:

‘..there were ominous comments made by the agents about needing to find Mr. DeSimas “before Antifa did” for his own

safety. Whether or not these individuals provided the information sought by the FBI”
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I uploaded DeSimas’ Motion Detain-Reconsideration to a public drive. It is odd that he doesn’t refute or explain:

his current membership in Crew 38

or his support of Hammerskin Nation

I suppose we’ll find out who has the better argument...

/fin
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Meet Gravy Jason DeSimas
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